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SWEDENAbstract
Research on network traﬃc measurement is becoming popular because it
could ﬁnd the reason and valuable information regarding the occurrence of
timestamp accuracy error. In this thesis the performance of UDP traﬃc
between application level and link level has been investigated on three dif-
ferent Smartphone operating systems. One Java ME traﬃc generator and
sink was developed for this thesis work. Distributed Passive Measurement
Infrastructure with Measurement Point was used for the experiment. To get
high timestamp accuracy DAG 3.5E card was used which was synchronized
with GPS. Through the diﬀerent tests under diﬀerent protocol layers, it can
be concluded that the Android mobile performs better as Java ME applica-
tion works like a native application, whereas Symbian and Windows mobile
struggles with incompatible implementation for poor JVM support. Time
stamping at link level is more accurate and far diﬀerent from application
level. This thesis also investigated the performance evaluation of diﬀerent
JVM for Windows mobile.
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Smartphone traﬃc measurement, Timestamp accuracy, Mobile traﬃc
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Introduction
The time is very near for the mobile communication technology to be shift-
ing from lower data speed to higher data speed. It was a long time that
GSM mobile was the only device for mass wireless communication. Now
it is twenty years that GSM ruled the world in this sector [1]. In current
world, Smartphone is becoming more and more popular because of higher
data speed and for diﬀerent network based communication applications. As
the number of Smartphone user is increasing faster than general mobile
user; and on the basis of global internet traﬃc, mobile traﬃc already sur-
passed voice traﬃc [2]. Not only this, mobile traﬃc is predicted to grow ten
times faster than ﬁxed data traﬃc and most of the traﬃc is generated by
Smartphone [3]. As more Smartphone are deploying in the networks, the
traﬃc will increase and probably the number of Smartphone application will
also be increased. Many of the application will be network based compare
to standalone application. So, in future Smartphone traﬃc may represent
large share of internet traﬃc.
For real time Smartphone application, timestamp accuracy is one of the
major challenges. Research on network traﬃc measurement is becoming
popular because it could ﬁnd the reason and valuable information for which
timestamp accuracy error occurs. To ﬁnd application level error, one has to
investigate traﬃc from application level. Without investigating lower level
error, application level error cannot be fully detected. To get diﬀerence
between application and link level traﬃc for Smartphone; this thesis inves-
tigates traﬃc both from application and link level. As far we know, UDP
measurement both on application and link layer using Smartphone is not
available. In this thesis, after necessary experiment, from the trace, Inter
Packet Time (IPT) is calculated along with timestamp accuracy. For this
paper IPT means, time diﬀerence between packets which are successfully
received by the receiver; Inter Frame Gape (IFG) stands for time diﬀerence
between packet departures from sender.
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1.1 Research Questions and Objectives
A good research question deﬁnes the investigation, sets boundaries and pro-
vides direction [4]. Usually one or more main research question with their
sub research question retrieve the answer for the main research question [5].
Main Research Question: How experiment design and analysis should
be done to measure traﬃc and timestamp accuracy of Java ME traﬃc gen-
erator for Smartphone?
To answer the main Research Question (RQ), it has been broken into sev-
eral small questions, so it will be easy to answer and understand the main
research question.
RQ1: What is the better Java Virtual Machine for windows mobile for any
Java network application?
RQ2: How to design setup and experiment for Smartphone traﬃc measure-
ment?
RQ3: What is the timestamp accuracy for diﬀerent Smartphone devices?
To answer the given research question, there are some Objective (O)
deﬁned which could answer the research question.
O1: Make familiarity about the software development tool and environment
for Smartphone
O2: Provide necessary knowledge to design & develop network measure-
ment tool for Smartphone
O3: Provide information about the diﬀerences between various types for
JVM for Windows mobile
O4: Provide guideline to setup infrastructure to design and execute traﬃc
measurement for Smartphone
O5: Provide knowledge about the necessary tool for network traﬃc mea-
surement
O6: Provide knowledge about the UDP traﬃc pattern for
a) application and link layer
b) sender and receiver application
c) Android, Symbian and Windows mobileCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4
1.2 Research Methodology
In any research project, there is a hierarchy of objectives, the ﬁrst and fore-
most of which related to the purpose of the research in terms of expanding
knowledge. The research methodology is the instrument through which the
research objective is fulﬁlled. The objective of the research methodology is
to achieve high quality information, that is data, which are free from pre-
conception [6]. Aaker et al. [7] divides research process with some generic
phases; agree on the research process, research objectives, estimate the value
of information, research design, data collection, data analysis, and reporting.
In general, ﬁrst three phases constitute the preliminary stage and are not
closely applicable for this thesis. Rest of the phases has been implemented
in this thesis paper. Research design and data collection procedure are de-
scribed in chapter three; data analysis and reporting are given in chapter
four and ﬁve.
At ﬁrst, a literature review is carried out to provide an overview on the
underlying technologies. To measure UDP traﬃc for Smartphone, a traﬃc
sender and receiver has been developed which supports most of the market’s
leading Smartphones. With some necessary devices together with Smart-
phone, testbed setup and experiment is carried out. Finally, observation
from the measurement and the literature review is utilized in a qualitative
case analysis.
1.3 Related Works
In [8] authors described a comparative study of mobile development envi-
ronment using Android, Windows mobile and Java ME. They have written
similar code and tested that under three diﬀerent mobile development envi-
ronments to measure their performances. They deﬁned some performance
measurement metrics such as, ﬁle size, network communication, unit testing,
debugging to evaluate the performance. Their result show that in some as-
pects the three environments are similar but they represent individual ﬁelds
each with their respective characteristics. They conclude that Windows mo-
bile and Android provide better application development environment, but
Java ME still suﬀers with insuﬃcient emulator support and incompatible
deployment environment; but for Java ME the main advantage is it sup-
ports a wide range of deployment environment because lots of third party
libraries are available for Java ME development and deployment.
In [9], researcher developed a cross platform mobile measurement tool to
measure network level performance, using basic metrics such as throughput,
round trip time, retransmission rate etc. They focused on the 3G networkCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5
performance in particular web browsing, using diﬀerent service providers
from the US. They concluded with some advices to network operators,
Smartphone vendors and content provider.
In [10], authors investigated diﬀerent categories of traﬃc from 43 real
Smartphone users. They found that half of the traﬃc is attributed to brows-
ing; email, media and maps contribute approximately 10% of the traﬃc.
Small transfer size creates high overhead for lower level protocol. They
concluded that packet loss is the main reason to limit the throughput of
Smartphone traﬃc; but larger packet size at the Internet server can im-
prove throughput of a quarter of the transfer.
In [11], authors did experiment to investigate and analyze the perfor-
mance of LANCOM routers using TCP and UDP. They did UDP measure-
ments with packet sizes of 64 - 1364 bytes for VPN and 1470 bytes for
routing. They found that before ﬁrst transmission error, data rates from
the UDP source were increased. Finally they concluded that to get better
performance large UDP packet size should be use.
In [12] authors did experiment on an ad hoc network to investigate the
performance of IEEE 802.11b. They ﬁgured out some diﬀerences between
simulated and real experiment result using TCP. Measurements on IEEE
802.11 ad hoc networks conﬁrm that TCP connections may actually expe-
rience signiﬁcant throughput unfairness. Their experiment result shows, on
IEEE 802.11b performance of UDP is better if the packet size increased.
As IEEE 802.11b wireless access point has been used, packet size is always
maximum for all the experiments in this thesis.
In [13], authors did experiment to study throughput behavior on 802.11g
wireless LAN using UDP traﬃc. They focused their study on observing the
throughput when the network ﬂooded with a continuous UDP traﬃc. Dur-
ing their experiment setup, they isolated wireless LAN using a single wireless
access point conﬁgured with IEEE 802.11g, to avoid any environmental ef-
fect. This study shows, in almost all cases, maximum throughput is observed
below 50%. It also shows that, varying access point distance by moderate
amount does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect throughput. In light of this observation,
during the experiment in this thesis the distance between Smartphone and
wireless access point was within two meters; and the devices were not moved.
In [14], authors investigated the inﬂuence of the packet size on the min-
imal one way delay for the uplink in 3G commercial mobile networks of
Sweden. They concluded that application can gain signiﬁcantly in terms
of one way delay from choosing optimal packet size. Researchers suggested
that, developers should use maximum packet size during development of anyCHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 6
real time application, such as VoIP application, to reduce the eﬀect of one
way delay. Due to this observation, maximum packet size is used i.e. 1500
bytes for all experiment.
White paper [15] describes concepts and technologies to manage appli-
cation performance eﬀectively. It contains deﬁnition of application analysis,
diﬀerent tools for network traﬃc analysis. It also describes diﬀerent net-
work performance monitoring technologies, how to deploy and use network
analyzer for application analysis, usefulness of application response time,
continuous and long term trend analysis, troubleshooting application perfor-
mance problems, connection dynamics, retrospective network analysis etc.
This white paper concludes that the tools which accurately and continuously
measure network traﬃc performance and application performance are the
key factor to ensure application availability and performance.
In [16], authors present a descriptive knowledge based paper which gives
necessary guideline for passive internet measurement. They divided the
paper into three main categories; legal and ethical matters, operational dif-
ﬁculties and various technical diﬃculties. Technical issues range from vast
amount of data handling, timing and synchronization issues. Finally a suc-
cessful passive internet measurement project is described.
In [17], authors evaluated timestamp accuracy at application and kernel
layer. They designed NetFPGA based timestamp accuracy measurement
system to evaluate the impact of the timestamp precision on the measure-
ment. Their result showed that timestamp at the application and kernel
layer is not as accurate as timestamp at the hardware layer. They con-
cluded that, for low speed network measurement, application and kernel
level timestamp could be suitable but for high speed network it requires to
timestamp packets at the hardware layer.
Research work [18] evaluates timestamp accuracy for diﬀerent hardware
and software. They theoretically developed formula to evaluate timestamp
accuracy for any hardware and software, also the method to implement the
formula. Using their formulated equation they evaluated the Endace DAG
3.5E card, Agilent J6800/J6830A measurement system, the Packet Capture
Library (PCAP) and a RAW socket using either the kernel PDU timestamp
(ioctl) or the CPU counter (TSC) to obtain timestamps. Their result shows
DAG 3.5E has a timestamp accuracy of 60ns and Agilent J6800/J6830A has
100ns. They suggest that before using any measurement system one should
evaluate their timestamp accuracy ﬁrst. This paper shows that DAG 3.5E
has the best timestamp accuracy, so for the experiment in this thesis, this
device is used to get high standard accuracy.CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 7
In [19] authors performed set of experiments to characterize IPT and times-
tamp accuracy between application and link level measurement. They used
two traﬃc generator tools developed using C# for UDP and Java v.1.3.0 for
TCP. Experiment setup consists of sender and receiver; both are desktop pc
along with measurement point. According to their measurement, C# tool
shows better timestamp accuracy than tool developed using Java. Based on
the experiment results they concluded that real experiment and theoretical
estimations may not suﬃciently reﬂect measurements accuracy. They also
conclude that application level measurement can be misleading regarding
the behavior of the underlying networks. They suggested, one should evalu-
ate accuracy of the application precisely to avoid any unexpected situation
if the application is deployed in an environment with critical mobile services
such as healthcare domain. Our thesis follows this approach.
1.4 Outline of the Thesis
Chapter two discusses the traﬃc generator development, with its packaging
and deployment into three Smartphone devices. It also provides a summary
result from a experiment for performance evaluation of JVM for windows
mobile. Chapter three contains experiment setup, execution, data collec-
tion and analysis procedure. Chapter four shows results with corresponding
analysis of the experiment. Finally, chapter ﬁve summarizes the outcome
from this whole thesis with future research prospect. Appendix section con-
tains some graphs and programming codes which have been used for this
thesis.Mobile Traﬃc Generator:
Design & Implementation
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Mobile Traﬃc Generator:
Design & Implementation
This chapter is focused on the development of network traﬃc generation
tool. Generally, Traﬃc Generator is used to generate, send or receive traf-
ﬁc on a speciﬁed network. After collecting and analyzing data, network
performance can be evaluated. There are various types of traﬃc generator
available to generate diﬀerent types of traﬃc. To fulﬁll our expected needs
we had to develop a Mobile Traﬃc Generator, which can create packets,
as well as sending and receiving those. But this tool doesn’t develop for
traﬃc analysis; means, it does not try to calculate throughput, packet loss,
delay etc. This chapter describes; design, development and implementa-
tion procedure for Traﬃc Generator. To make this chapter short, software
development procedure is not described in detail.
2.1 Architectural Design
Figure 2.1 shows simpliﬁed ﬂowchart of how the traﬃc generator works.
There are two modules, sender and receiver. It is not designed to work
as sender and receiver simultaneously. One has to choose either sender or
receiver to send or receive packet at a time. We followed waterfall model for
the development of Traﬃc Generator tool.
2.1.1 Design for Traﬃc Sender
To work as a traﬃc sender for IP network, the sender requires destination’s
IP and port number. It is developed to send packet one after another with a
delay between two packets. It also needs some necessary other parameters,
which are used to identify packet for post processing. So, input parameters
are; destination IP, destination port number, payload size in bytes, delay
time (millisecond) for each packet, total number of packets that are needed
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Figure 2.1: Simpliﬁed ﬂow chart of Mobile Traﬃc GeneratorCHAPTER 2. MOBILE TRAFFIC GENERATOR: DESIGN & IMP. 11
to be sent, experiment ID, Run ID and Key ID. These three IDs are used
to distinguish packet from diﬀerent tests from a single trace, these IDs are
also used to ﬁlter packet by the receiver.
There is another identiﬁcation number which we call sequence number,
which is used to diﬀerentiate packet from each other; this sequence number
is generated automatically for each packet and is incremented by one. Dur-
ing packet generation, it also takes packet timestamp in millisecond using
System.currentTimeMillis function. Including all of these parameters, size
of the packet becomes 48 bytes. But if the input payload size is higher than
48 bytes then rest of the amount needs to be ﬁlled with unnecessary bytes.
These unnecessary bytes are put into variable called junk bytes, which are
ﬁlled with a character 'x'. Receiver application for this sender is a C++
tool (for details see section 3.1.3). The mobile sender has to send a packet
in a way so that receiver can understand. Byte order for Java ME and C++
are diﬀerent. While sending a packet from JavaME, packet has to convert
from host to network byte order [20]. Although C++ has a built in function
for host to network byte order conversion, in Java ME it needs to be done
programmatically (Java ME function for Byte Order Conversion is given at
the appendix A).
Sender module of Figure 2.1 shows step by step working ﬂow of the mobile
traﬃc generator. After getting necessary input when the start button is
pressed by the user, it opens a datagram connection to send packet. To open
datagram connection it needs IP and port of the destination [21]. Then it
ﬁlls the junk with necessary bytes. Now it generates a packet with all the
necessary parameters and then converts it from host to network byte order.
Function Thread.sleep(millisecond) is used to wait before sending packet.
Now it checks whether it reaches the end of total packet or not; if not, it
goes back again to generate packet. Junk parameter is ﬁlled before packet
generation because junk bytes are ﬁxed; it doesn’t need to ﬁll every time
during packet generation.
2.1.2 Design for Traﬃc Receiver
Mobile receiver module is designed in such a way so that it can receive data-
gram sent from C++ tool, then just saves the necessary information to disk
for further processing. Like sender module, it also needs three identiﬁcation
numbers. Another similarity with sender is, it also requires port number to
be entered. These four parameters are the input parameters for receiver.
One of the most critical parts of the receiver is to stop receiving data-
gram packet. Java ME platform is currently restricted to Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) 1.3 features and class ﬁle format. This version doesn’tCHAPTER 2. MOBILE TRAFFIC GENERATOR: DESIGN & IMP. 12
support timeout functionality for datagram packet. To stop receiving packet
a separate thread has been implemented, which requires entering timeout
time in seconds. But this thread always checks when timeout time expires
and creates interference for packet receiving. This interference degrades the
performance of receiver; to avoid this interference, artiﬁcial timeout func-
tionality has been removed. A manual termination system implemented to
stop receiving packet. As the packet receiving begins, receiver module al-
ways waits to receive a packet. Every time after receiving, it checks whether
the packet contains any termination symbol or word. In our case it checks
if the received packet contains ”END”. If so, receiving procedure is termi-
nated. For this mobile receiver, sender application is a C++ tool. The C++
tool generates and sends only pre deﬁned packet which contains several pa-
rameters. A separate Java standalone sender has been implemented which
only sends packet with word ”END”. After the completion of sending packet
by C++ tool, this Java standalone sender sends one packet to stop receiving
packet by mobile receiver (More about Java Standalone UDP Packet Sender
is given at appendix B).
Receiver module of Figure 2.1 shows step by step working ﬂow of the
mobile traﬃc generator. After getting necessary input when the start button
is pressed by the user, it opens a datagram connection to receive packet and
waits for the reception. After receiving packet it converts to string and
checks if it contains the termination word ”END”, if so, then it saves all
previous received packet information to the disk. If receiver doesn’t receive
any termination word then it converts packet from network to host byte
order. Again it checks whether it matches with user entered three ID’s; if
ID mismatch occurs, it goes to packet receive waiting stage, otherwise it
extracts necessary packet information and save into temporary memory.
2.2 Traﬃc Generator Development using Java ME
Mobile Traﬃc Generator and Sink (MTG) have been developed using Java
ME, because same application can be deployed to several Smartphone oper-
ating system without any architectural change. Our MTG has been devel-
oped using Java ME platform SDK 3.0, CLDC 1.1, MIDP 2.0, Java Develop-
ment Kit 1.6.0 17, Java Runtime Environment 6 and IDE as NetBeans 6.8.
NetBeans has GUI designer functionality (cf. Figure 2.2) for mobile software
development, which is helpful for quick design. Windows Mobile 6 SDK is
used to test the software for windows mobile. Nokia S60 Developer Tools
are used to test application for Nokia mobile. Android sdk r10-windows are
used to test application for Android operating system [22, 23, 24, 25]. Figure
2.2 shows the screen shot during development of the MTG using NetBeans
and Figure 2.3 shows screen shot of sender and receiver application.CHAPTER 2. MOBILE TRAFFIC GENERATOR: DESIGN & IMP. 13
Figure 2.2: Screen shot of Mobile Traﬃc Generator using Visual Mobile
Designer
Figure 2.3: Screen shot of Sender and Receiver of Mobile Traﬃc GeneratorCHAPTER 2. MOBILE TRAFFIC GENERATOR: DESIGN & IMP. 14
2.3 JVM for Windows Mobile
If one wants to execute any java program in Windows, Linux or any other op-
erating system in desktop pc, Java Virtual Machine (JVM) must be installed
on those. If there is no JVM installed on the pc then no Java application
will execute. Similarly, in any operating system for mobile or hand held
device, Java Virtual Machine has to be installed in order to execute any
java application.
Sun Microsystems oﬀers free java download for desktop based pc for most
of the operating systems and all work ﬁne. But in case of mobile device,
Sun Microsystems doesn’t provide standard JVM. So, there are some third
party vendors who have developed JVM for mobile devices. The tool used
for this thesis has been tested on diﬀerent JVM on windows mobile device.
Some of them are given below:
2.3.1 Sun Java Cldc Emulator (SJCE)
This is the JVM emulator which is provided by Sun Microsystems, but this
JVM is for evaluation and debugging purposes. Installation of Java ME
application is restricted to work only from SDK. If any java application
completes execution, automatically it is deleted from the JVM. We ﬁgured
out how to install Java ME application on SJCE emulator but this could be
used only for experiment purposes not for regular use. At ﬁrst java appli-
cation has to be executed using SDK then the mobile device has to restart
while it’s running. Now this JVM can work like a standalone application
[26, 27].
2.3.2 Esmertec Jbed
This is the most used JVM for windows mobile platform. Some problems
were found while testing the tools. In one of the mobile devices which con-
tain built in Jbed, MTG could send UDP packet but couldn’t receive packet
of UDP datagram using Jbed. But when built in Jbed is uninstalled and
another version of Jbed is installed on that mobile, MTG works for sending
and receiving UDP packet. It doesn’t support the FileConnection API spec-
iﬁed in JSR-75, which gives access to the local ﬁle systems on devices. MTG
has been tested using Jbed version 20090416.5.1. The following version of
Esmertec Jbed had also been tested but problems exist for all versions;
20080912.5.1, 20081016.2.1, 20081203.2.1, 20090217.5.1R2 [28].
2.3.3 IBM WebSphere Everyplace Micro Environment
IBM WebSphere Everyplace Micro Environment is known as IBM J9, which
is a nice JVM for windows mobile platform. It works nice for UDP datagram
to send and receive. But in case of receive, if the inter frame gape is 200msCHAPTER 2. MOBILE TRAFFIC GENERATOR: DESIGN & IMP. 15
or less, then it drops too many packets and after receiving some packets, it
stops to receive packet. Java application installation procedure is a little bit
complex using this emulator. It also doesn’t support FileConnection API
.There is also some other problems exist like font, UI etc [29].
2.3.4 Other JVM
Some other JVM has also been tested. Such as Aplix JBlend, Mysaifu
JVM.0.4.8, Myriad Java, Intent MIDlet Manager (Intent MIDlet Manager 1-
1.1.7.1023). All of them have some problems related to installing the JVM
or installing and running java application on that.
2.3.5 Performance Evaluation of JVM
Previous sub section described diﬀerent JVM for Windows mobile with their
features, but without any real experiment it cannot be determined which
is the best JVM for this particular experiment. Karim et al. [30] shows
that, every JVM acts diﬀerently for Java ME application. To evaluate JVM
performance for datagram transmission, some experiments had been done.
Two Windows mobile phones were used with operating system version 6.1
and 6.5 for Sony Ericsson Xperia X1 and HTC HD2, respectively. Java
ME mobile traﬃc generator were installed on three diﬀerent JVM; SJCE,
Esmertec Jbed, IBM J9. Same experiment setup was used in this occasion as
for the main experiment (chapter four shows experiment setup in detailed).
After diﬀerent tests and analysis of the trace it is ﬁgured out that; for
sender module of mobile traﬃc generator, SJCE performs lowest and Es-
mertec Jbed performs best and IBM J9 remains in the middle position for
average delay and transmission duration statistics. For receiver module,
SJCE performs best with a slide down IBM J9 and Esmertec Jbed shows
lowest performance according to average delay and transmission duration
statistics. But for packet loss statistics, SJCE has lowest percentage of
packet loss than other JVM. The main experiment for timestamp accuracy
has been calculated for receiver module, so SJCE is better for the main
experiment using Java ME mobile traﬃc generator.
Another major feature of SJCE is that it supports FileConnection API
speciﬁed in JSR-75, which gives access to the local ﬁle systems on devices.
As it is desired that, after every experiment all traces should be save into the
disk. So, ﬁnally SJCE has been selected for the main experiment (Chapter
three and four). To make this chapter concise, experiment setup and result
for performance analysis of JVM for Windows mobile are not included here.CHAPTER 2. MOBILE TRAFFIC GENERATOR: DESIGN & IMP. 16
2.4 Java ME TG for Smartphone OS
Experiment was done by using three diﬀerent Smartphone operating sys-
tems; Android, Symbian and Windows mobile. For all of these OS, same
MTG were used. Memory card location for every OS are diﬀerent and trace
saving path are hard coded, so before packaging MTG, traﬃc saving path
has been changed to memory card for every OS, without changing any core
functionality of the mobile traﬃc generator. Figure 2.4 shows that same
mobile traﬃc generator is deployed on three diﬀerent Smartphone operating
system which contains diﬀerent JVM; MTG was conﬁgured for the experi-
ment in this method (for more see chapter three).
Java ME 
Traffic Generator 
Java Virtual Machine 
Symbian   OS 
Nokia Smartphone 
Java ME 
Traffic Generator 
J2ME   Runner 
Android  OS 
HTC Smartphone 
Java ME 
Traffic Generator 
Sun Java CLDC   Emu 
Windows Mobile   OS 
HTC Smartphone 
Figure 2.4: Diﬀerent JVM for diﬀerent Smartphone operating system
Sun Java CLDC Emulator (SJCE) has been used for Windows mobile op-
erating system. MTG has been developed directly using Java ME platform
SDK and this contains SJCE emulator, so there is no need for any packag-
ing. Mobile traﬃc generator is directly installed from the SDK. Trace saving
path for Windows mobile is
"file:///Minneskort/TGData/"+"WindowsMobile_"+ExpID+"_"+RunID+"_"+KeyID+".txt";
Java program can run like native application on Android, So Android is
an alternative for J2ME application. But Java ME SDK delivers .JAR and
.JAD ﬁle, which is not associated with Android operating system. A third
party tool J2ME Runner [31], is used to convert J2ME executable ﬁle to
.APK (Android Package), without changing any functionality. Also J2ME
runner has to be installed on Android OS to run Java ME traﬃc generator.
Trace saving path for Android mobile is
"file:///sdcard/tg/"+"AndroidMobile_"+ExpID+"_"+RunID+"_"+KeyID+".txt";
Symbian operating system has its own JVM, so there is no problem with
installing any Java ME application. Trace saving path for Symbian mobile
is
"file:///E:/Java TG/"+"SymbianMobile_"+ExpID+"_"+RunID+"_"+KeyID+".txt";Experiment Setup and
Analysis Method
17Chapter 3
Experiment Setup and
Analysis Method
This chapter provides all the way through theoretical to practical knowl-
edge how experiment was done. It contains a detailed description of testbed
setup, conﬁguration for hardware and software with their functionality. First
two sections consists theoretical and practical understanding about experi-
ment procedure and conﬁguration. Fourth section describes about analysis
method.
3.1 Experimental Setup
Figure 3.1 shows detailed experiment setup. From the ﬁgure (cf. Figure
3.1) A represents for Smartphone and B represents for desktop computer.
JavaME Traﬃc sender and receiver installed on A and another existing C++
traﬃc generator installed on B which also works as traﬃc generator and
sink. Both A and B were connected with each other because they were in
the same IP network. When A works as traﬃc sender, in the corresponding
time B works as traﬃc receiver and vice versa. Measurement point (MP)
was used in between A and B, which was connected with the Distributed
Passive Measurement Infrastructure (DPMI) [32]. Wireless access point was
connected with one interface of DAG card, installed on MP; another interface
of DAG card was connected with B using 10BaseT-FD link. This MP was
responsible for copying packet trace which traverses between sender and
receiver. While copying each packet at link level, it also indicates timestamp
at which the packet observed.
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GPS Antenna 
Time Distribution Server(  TDS  -6) 
Wireless AP  A  B  Measurement Point(MP) 
Figure 3.1: Experiment setup
Built in embedded clock on the DAG card generates timestamp for each
packet, this DAG card was synchronized using GPS [33]; to acquire a times-
tamp accuracy of 60 ns[34].To provide IP for A, B works as a DHCP. The IP
address of B was 192.168.2.1 and it was conﬁgured so that it could generate
automatic IP address for its own as well as for connected devices. To do the
experiment two Linux based computer was used, one is measurement point
and another is B (cf. Figure 3.1). Traces uploaded by Smartphone were col-
lected from B. Packet sent time was extracted from these trace ﬁles; means,
when packet is sent from Smartphone it contains departure time, which is
the application level departure time by Smartphone traﬃc generator.
3.1.1 Conﬁguration of PC and Peripherals
Except Smartphone, some other devices also used during the experiment,
such as, one wireless access point, two desktop pc and one TDS-6 (Time Dis-
tribution Server)[35]. According to research work[13], varying access point
distance with reasonable amounts, does not signiﬁcantly aﬀect throughput.
In this thesis, the distance between Smartphone and wireless access point
was within two meters; during experiment they were not moved.
ORiNOCO AP-500 wireless access point was used for wireless LAN. Its
features are Ethernet interface 10 Base-T, Female RJ 45 socket, R-F fre-CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 20
quency band 2.4 GHz(2400-2500 MHz) with 11 sub channels, 128- Bit Wired
Equivalent Privacy (WEP),Transmit range-rate was 160m-11Mb/s in a open
oﬃce environment, Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b) certiﬁed interoperability[36].
Both MP and B was desktop pc. Hardware conﬁguration of MP and B
was, Dell OptiPlex 740, Processor: AMD Athlon 64 X2 Dual-core, RAM:
Non-ECC shared dual channel DDR2 SDRAM system memory3 (667MHz
and 800MHz), Ethernet: Integrated Broadcom 5754 Gigabit Ethernet LAN
[37]. MP was also equipped with one DAG3.5E card [38]. Operating sys-
tem for MP was Linux kernel 2.6.20.3, GNU/Linux Crux version 2.3; and
Operating system for B was Linux kernel 2.6.32 #32 -Ubuntu SMP.
3.1.2 Conﬁguration of Smartphone
As the target was to evaluate timestamp accuracy for Java ME application
on diﬀerent Smartphone operating system (SPOS), so it was tried to use all
the major SPOS, which support Java ME application. Devices were investi-
gated with Android, Symbian and Windows Mobile, every device with latest
version of operating system installed. Conﬁgurations for the Smartphones
are given below:
HTC Desire HD is a Android 2.2 (Froyo) device with 1 GHz CPU, Internal
phone storage: 1.5 GB, RAM: 768 MB, Size: 4.3 inches, Internal GPS
antenna , supports 3G (Up to 14.4 Mbps download speed and Up to 5.76
Mbps upload speed), Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11 b/g/n) [39].
Nokia N8 with operating system Symbian ˆ3 for Nokia, equipped with
CPU 680 MHz ARM 11 processor, Broadcom BCM2727 GPU, 16 GB stor-
age, 256MB RAM, 512 MB ROM and it supports Java MIDP 2.1, HSDPA
Cat9, maximum speed up to 10.2 Mbps, HSUPA Cat5 2.0 Mbps, WLAN
IEEE802.11 b/g/n, Capability to serve as data modem[40].
HTC HD2 is a windows mobile where OS is Windows Mobile 6.5 Profes-
sional, it conﬁgured as 1GHz Snapdragon processor, 448 MB RAM, 512 MB
ROM, 3G (Up to 7.2 Mbps download speed and Up to 2 Mbps upload speed
), Wi-Fi IEEE 802.11 b/g. It also contains Java MIDP 2.0 [41].
3.1.3 Traﬃc Generator and Sink
Experiment was done using these traﬃc generator and sink tools, which
performs traﬃc generation, sending and receiving, i.e., captures the packets
and collects information about them [42]. To generate traﬃc by Smartphone
a UDP traﬃc generator was used; and to work as traﬃc sink for pc in the
corresponding time an existing C++ UDP traﬃc generator was used. As theCHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 21
main focus was on Smartphone traﬃc generator, it is not focused addition-
ally for pc traﬃc generator. Chapter two contains details for Smartphone
traﬃc generator, so it is not described in this section. The following sub
section describes about the functionality for Smartphone and pc UDP traf-
ﬁc generator.
A. Tool for Computer
The C++ UDP traﬃc generator and sink is a single program, consists of
two part, one is traﬃc generator and sender and another is traﬃc receiver.
It needs some parameters both for sender and receiver part. The similar pa-
rameters for sender and receiver part are experiment id, key id and run id.
These three parameters pushed into every packet during generation; using
these parameters we can distinguish every single packet. For traﬃc sender
part, it needs some more parameter such as destination IP address, number
of packet, packet length in bytes and delay time (microseconds) between
each packet. By default, sender and receiver both part work at port 1500.
During packet generation the sender part automatically adds sequence num-
ber which increments by one for every datagram, this sequence number is
used to identify similar packet from Smartphone, pc and measurement point;
more details available in the section 3.4.3. For timing related information
this tool used gettimeofday function, which returns time in seconds since
1/1/1970.For receiver part, after receiving packets it saves data to a text ﬁle
with necessary packet information.
B. Tool for Smartphone
One JavaME traﬃc generator developed to use for this thesis work. The
main functionality is similar like computer tool. It has two parts; one is
traﬃc generator and sender, another part is traﬃc receiver. Input parame-
ter for sender and receiver is also similar with computer tool. Receiver part
saves trace to a text ﬁle after completing receiving packet. For timing re-
lated information this tool used System.currentTimeMillis function, which
returns time in milliseconds since 1/1/1970. For detail about Smartphone
traﬃc sender and receiver please see chapter two.
3.2 Parameter Settings
30 tests were done for full experiment. These measurements were taken
during the month of April and May in diﬀerent time of day and night at
the network performance measurement lab of School of Computing at BTH.CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 22
Packet was sent from Smartphone to B also from B to Smartphone. When
sending from Smartphone by Java ME tool it is called sender or upload and
when packets were received by Smartphone is called receiver or download.
Table 3.1: Experimental parameter settings
Direction IFG[ms] Payload No. of Packets Data rate
[bytes] [Kbps]
Up/Download 0 1458 10000 10000.00
Up/Download 1 1458 10000 5454.55
Up/Download 10 1458 10000 1071.43
Up/Download 100 1458 1000 118.58
Up/Download 1000 1458 1000 11.99
As a good amount of study suggests that bigger UDP packet size in-
creases the performance, all experiments was done with maximum packet
size, which is 1500 bytes at link layer, although payload was 1458 bytes
[11, 12, 14, 43]. Just to be conﬁrming, some packets were sent and received
with payload more than 1458 bytes; from link level trace, it is found that
these packets become fragmented. To avoid packet fragmentation, experi-
ment was done with payload as 1458 bytes. At ﬁrst test was done with Inter
Frame Gape (IFG) as zero, one and ten millisecond for ten thousand pack-
ets. Every test was done for three diﬀerent Smartphone operating systems,
so total number of test was 18. After doing some analysis we were not fully
satisﬁed with the result. Then again test was done with IFG as one hundred
and one thousand milliseconds, each test with one thousand packets. Table
3.1 shows about the experiment parameter settings.
3.3 Data Retrieval and Analysis Method
This section describes the post processing of experiment, such as data con-
version and collection from diﬀerent devices; not only that, to calculate IPT
and timestamp accuracy only expected packets information from diﬀerent
trace has to be extracted. Figure 3.2 shows post processing steps for the
experiment.
After the experiment, traces were collected from Smartphone, B and
from measurement point. With applying some criteria (see section 3.4.3)
packets were ﬁltered from all of the traces. Then analysis was done to get
Inter Packet Time, Timestamp Accuracy and packet loss statistics.CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 23
Experiment 
.  Txt file 
A  
.  Cap file  .  Txt file 
B 
Packet Filtering 
Analysis 
IPT  TA  Packet loss 
MP 
Figure 3.2: Post processing steps of experiment
3.3.1 Data Retrieval from Computer
In the measurement point, trace ﬁles are saved in .cap ﬁle, the CAP ﬁle
type is primarily associated with generic network capture document. MP
was responsible for capturing packet at link level. Figure 3.3 shows simpliﬁed
diagram of the experiment setup focused on measurement point link level
data retrieval. It is not possible to understand capture ﬁle, so using a
converter capture ﬁle was converted to text ﬁle.MP collects all necessary
and unnecessary packets which traverse between sender and receiver; in the
converter there are some arguments to ﬁlter packets. Packets were ﬁltered
with port as 1500 and protocol as UDP. After converting capture ﬁle to text
format, it contains 24 ﬁelds, each separated with colon (:); Figure 3.5(a)
shows text ﬁle format after converting from cap ﬁle. Each packet contains
information such as source IP, destination IP, port number, Exp ID, Run
ID, Key ID, sequence number, PDU length, timestamp and others, which
are not necessary for the analysis. It is not required to get all the 24 ﬁelds;
only some necessary ﬁelds were imported to Microsoft Oﬃce Access 2007
database, and then database normalization [44] was applied, where we can
see packets information for one test, which helped us to analyze data quicklyCHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 24
and accurately. Figure 3.5 shows data format for capture ﬁles as well as all
other converted ﬁles.
A  B 
Measurement Point 
Application 
Network 
Data Link 
Physical 
Packet capture 
Figure 3.3: Link level data retrieval from measurement point
3.3.2 Data Retrieval from Smartphone
After successfully receiving packets, Java ME tool generated PDU times-
tamp at application layer and saved packet information to a text ﬁle for
each test. All the traces have been transferred to the computer by USB
cable supplied with each Smartphone. Figure 3.4 shows simpliﬁed diagram
of the experiment setup focused on application level data retrieval from
Smartphone.
Table 3.2: Fixing PDU timestamp
PDU Time Before PDU Time After(Processed) Action taken
1303266734.1 1303266734.000001 5 zero added
1303266734.12 1303266734.000012 4 zero added
1303266734.123 1303266734.000123 3 zero added
1303266734.1234 1303266734.001234 2 zero added
1303266734.12345 1303266734.012345 1 zero added
1303266734.123456 1303266734.123456 Unchanged
1303266734.677000 1303266734.677000 Unchanged
From the traces it is observed that, PDU timestamp was not correct
for receiver application; sometimes it gives wrong time format after decimalCHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 25
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Figure 3.4: Application level data retrieval from Smartphone
places; but for sender application PDU timestamp was accurate. Timestamp
was taken by the function System.currentTimeMillis to a variable data type
as long. So, timestamp supposed to be something like 1306008418.123456
but we got the timestamp like 1306008418.123. Some of the packet times-
tamps were not in expected format; it gives less than six digits after the
decimal point. To recover the error, timestamp needs to be ﬁxed by adding
necessary zeros in front of the digit. For example, if timestamp received
1306008418.1, it is converted to 1306008418.000001, also for 1306008418.123
to 1306008418.000123. Table 3.2 shows some example of wrong and right
PDU timestamp, which was done by Regular Expressions of Java to process
all PDU timestamps. Please look for the code at appendix D.CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 26
Raw packet   from capture file 
6985  :  d  01  :  h  10800  :  1306011579  .  565643072250  :  1500  :  
512  :  IP  :  20  :  1486  :  31998  :  69  :  28079  :  
:  0  :  17  :  1458  :  192  .  168  .  2  .  14  :  39908  :  192  .  168  .  2  .  19  :  1500  :  23  :  23  :  23  :  839 
6986  :  d  01  :  h  10800  :  1306011579  .  681249559000  :  1500  :  
512  :  IP  :  20  :  1486  :  31999  :  69  :  28078  :  
:  0  :  17  :  1458  :  192  .  168  .  2  .  14  :  39908  :  192  .  168  .  2  .  19  :  1500  :  23  :  23  :  23  :  840 
6987  :  d  01  :  h  10800  :  1306011579  .  784894824000  :  1500  :  
512  :  IP  :  20  :  1486  :  32000  :  69  :  28077  :  
:  0  :  17  :  1458  :  192  .  168  .  2  .  14  :  39908  :  192  .  168  .  2  .  19  :  1500  :  23  :  23  :  23  :  841 
Sequence            Timestamp  SourceIP      DestinationIP 
5250   1303276881  .  083731889750   192  .  168  .  2  .  1   192  .  168  .  2  .  13 
5251   1303276881  .  093757510250   192  .  168  .  2  .  1   192  .  168  .  2  .  13 
5252   1303276881  .  103779912000   192  .  168  .  2  .  1   192  .  168  .  2  .  13 
(  a  )   Converted to text from cap file 
(  b  )   Imported to the database 
Sequence              Timestamp 
5250    1303276881  .  083731889750    
5251    1303276881  .  093757510250    
5252    1303276881  .  103779912000   
(  c  )   Exported from database to text file 
Figure 3.5: Diﬀerent stage of trace ﬁle conversion
3.3.3 Packet Selection Criteria
After transferring traces to the computer for analysis, Microsoft Oﬃce Ac-
cess 2007 database was used to process data. Data was imported from MP,
Smartphone and also from B to diﬀerent table. Data was ﬁltered in such
a way so that one can get PDU timestamp for application level sender,CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 27
receiver; and link level sender, receiver.
Table 3.3: Packet selection procedure for sender application
Smartphone MP B
Selected packet
App-level Sender Link Sender Receiver
1 1 1 1
2 2 Lost packet
3 3 3 3
4 4 Lost packet
5 5 5 5
Table 3.4: Packet selection procedure for receiver application
Smartphone MP B
Selected packet
App-level Receiver Link Receiver Sender
6 6 6 6
Lost packet 7 7
8 8 8 8
Lost packet 9 9
10 10 10 10
Data was selected for application level sender and receiver from Smart-
phone PDU timestamp; for link level sender and receiver PDU timestamp
was collected from MP. To get application level PDU timestamp for sender
application, packets were selected from Smartphone; which packet’s se-
quence number matched with B’s (in this case receiver) packet’s sequence
number. Also for link level sender; packets were selected as such that MP’s
packet sequence matched with B’s packet sequence. It is previously stated
that, only successful packet is selected for analysis. Table 3.3 shows se-
quence number for sender application, it shows that, ﬁve packets were sent
from Smartphone but B received only three packets, other packets were lost;
and packets were selected whose sequence numbers are 1,3,5; because those
are successful packets. 1,3,5 packets were selected with their sequence num-
ber and PDU timestamp from Smartphone for application level IPT (Inter
Packet Time) calculation. For link level IPT, the same packets were selected
from MP. Table 3.4 shows the same technique for receiver part of the Java
ME tool. These matching were done using database’s query functionality;
after that, processed packets were exported to text ﬁles for next process.CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 28
3.3.4 Data Analysis Method for IPT
Timestamp diﬀerence between two successful packets, we are calling it Inter
Packet Time (IPT). IPT was calculated for sender and receiver packets;
both for application and link level timestamp. Sender application’s IPT,
calculated from the packet departure timestamp of each packet sent from
Smartphone; receiver application’s IPT, calculated from the packet received
timestamp of each packet received by Smartphone. Sender and receiver
link level IPT are calculated from the packet timestamp of measurement
point. As timestamp from MP are long digits, it is not possible to calculate
them using general arithmetic programming; that’s why IPT was calculated
using Quad-Double Arithmetic Algorithms [45] using C++; by gcc 4.4.3
compiler under Ubuntu Linux 10.04.2. More about long number calculation
are available at appendix C. Quad-Double C++ code takes text ﬁle, which is
exported from Access database, after processing IPT, C++ code exports it
to a text ﬁle; this IPT calculated text ﬁle is then imported to Microsoft Oﬃce
Excel 2007 to calculate diﬀerent statistics for IPT. Also IPT calculated ﬁle is
imported to MATLAB R2009b to create necessary graphs. Table 3.5 shows
IPT calculated data with some real timestamp from Smartphone which is
application level timestamp and from measurement point which is link level
timestamp; IPT (A) and IPT (B) columns represent calculated IPT for
Smartphone and for measurement point respectively.
3.3.5 Data Analysis Method for Timestamp Accuracy
Timestamp Accuracy (T∆) is calculated for receiver application [18, 19]. At
ﬁrst timestamp accuracy error ("), were calculated for a PDU pair (k, k+1)
as
"(k,k+1) = Application level IPT(k, k+1) - Link level IPT(k, k+1)
Where PDU k 2 (1 . . . n - 1)
After getting T∆ error, now T∆ can be calculated using the following
formula
T∆ = jmax(")j + jmin(")j
Table 3.5 shows timestamp accuracy error with real data.From this table
max and min timestamp accuracy error were extracted from last column,
using this data T∆ calculation is given below
Max (") = 2:157838250000e   02 = j21:5783825j = 21:5783825[ms]
Min (") =  1:316201225000e   02 = j   13:16201225j = 13:16201225[ms]
Timestamp Accuracy = 21:5783825 + 13:16201225 = 34:74[ms]CHAPTER 3. EXPERIMENT SETUP AND ANALYSIS METHOD 29
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Timestamp Accuracy error calculated using Quad-Double C++ code; af-
ter processing, it is exported to text ﬁle. Then, these ﬁles were imported to
Microsoft Excel to calculate Timestamp Accuracy.(C++ code of Quad Dou-
ble calculation for IPT and Timestamp Accuracy Error is given at appendix
F.)
3.3.6 Method to Calculate Packet Loss
Packet loss is one of the major issues for QoE and QoS. After sending a
packet, if it does not reach to the destination or if it takes longer than limit
time then this packet become useless for the destination- in this case packet
can be considered as lost. Generally, network congestion is considered as
a reason of packet loss. If buﬀer overﬂows in any side whether its sender
or receiver, additional packet could be lost. When or how packet loss oc-
curs is handled by the application and the protocol used for the transmission.
In the ﬁrst session test was done with 10000 packets and some unexpected
packet loses were seen because of lower inter frame gape. For the second
session test was done with 1000 packets. Below is given the formula which
is used to calculate packet loses
Packet loss (%) = f(Total Packet-Successful packet)/Total Packetg x 100
For example,
If total packet = 1000, and successful packets = 750 then
Packet loss(%) = f(1000-750)/1000g x 100 = 25%Experiment Results and
Analysis
31Chapter 4
Experiment Results and
Analysis
This chapter is a calculated output derived from measurement. There are
three sections; ﬁrst section describes about Inter Packet Time, followed by
Timestamp Accuracy and Packet Loss. In every section results have been
shown in table. First section also contains necessary graphs.
4.1 Result and Analysis of IPT
Experiment was done for ﬁve diﬀerent Inter Frame Gape; such as 0ms, 1ms,
10ms, 100ms and 1000ms. In the ﬁrst phase, experiment was done for IFG
= 0ms, 1ms and 10ms. After doing some analysis it is ﬁgure out that, there
are some discrepancies in the results. To overcome and verify the result
again experiment was done with IFG = 100ms and 1000ms. The results
for ﬁrst phase experiment are more or less similar, and worst case has been
found for IFG = 0 millisecond, so IPT result for only IFG = 0 millisecond
is described below; the results for IFG = 1ms and 10ms are given at the ap-
pendix E. In the following sub section, test results are shown on the basis of
diﬀerent SPOS(Android, Symbian, Windows), diﬀerent layer (Application
and Link) and application’s direction (sender and receiver), so that one can
get a comprehensive overview about the performance of those.
In Figure 4.1, 4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 we plot IPTs as a function of PDU
sequence number for 0,100 and 1000 millisecond inter frame gape; x-axis
represents sequence number and y-axis represents inter packet time in mil-
lisecond. Table 4.1, 4.2, 4.4, 4.5, 4.7 and Table 4.8 present the corresponding
statistics together with the estimated T∆ values. But, in this section analy-
sis for T∆ is not given, it is described at the section 4.2 together with other
IFG’s T∆ values.
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4.1.1 Result and Analysis of IPT for IFG = 0 millisecond
It is already stated that, worst cases were found for IFG = 0, so this sub
section describes in details for this particular inter frame gape. Sender
application means when a packet is sent from Smartphone and receiver ap-
plication means when a packet is received using Smartphone. When IPT is
calculated from timestamp taken from Smartphone it is called application
level IPT and when IPT is calculated using timestamp taken from link level
traces it is called link level IPT.
Analysis for Sender Application
Table 4.1 represents statistics for sender application. With respect to (w.r.t)
sender application; minimum, maximum and median values for every SPOS
and for application level IPT are exactly the same. But average and stan-
dard deviation diﬀer signiﬁcantly. A big amount of packet loss for Symbian
OS makes it less competent as a sender for the application level IPT. From
the same trace when calculated statistics at the link layer there is no sim-
ilarity found between any of them; except minimum value which is a little
bit similar with each other.
By a closer look at the application level traces, it is revealed that, on
average after every 274 packets max IPT is found for Android OS; for Sym-
bian it is 1207 and for Windows it is 210. But the interesting thing is, the
percentage of min and max IPT occurrences are similar. Table 4.3 shows,
37 times Max IPT is found for Android OS, 3 for Symbian (cf. Figure 4.1)
and 47 for Windows OS; but, w.r.t to successful total packets, their per-
centages are similar. It is also found that, except min and max value there
is no other IPT value. Max IPT occurs for some special reason, generally
if there are signiﬁcant amount of packet losses then max IPT occurs. From
the trace, it is found that for Android and Windows there is no packet loss
before and after max IPT but for Symbian there are some packets missing.
There could be one reason for max IPT and that is Java’s garbage collec-
tion procedure. Generally when heap size of the memory ﬁlled up, JVM
automatically collects the garbage to recover memory. In case of link level
trace, for every SPOS there is no max IPT which repeated, for min IPT
there are some repetitions. Even there were no packet losses before or after
the max or min IPT in most of the cases, but max and min occurs; this
could be the reason for diﬀerent underlying hidden mechanisms in the OS
and transmission behavior.CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 34
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Figure 4.1: Measured IPT of Sender application for IFG = 0 millisecondCHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 35
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Figure 4.2: Measured IPT of Receiver application for IFG = 0 millisecondCHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 36
Table 4.1: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Sender, For IFG = 0 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 0.00 1.78 0.00 1.80 0.00 2.16
Max 1001.00 43.61 1001.00 8.63 1001.00 44.55
Mean 3.71 3.66 3.74 3.05 4.71 4.72
Median 0.00 2.96 0.00 3.30 0.00 2.78
Std. Dev. 60.83 2.55 61.11 1.11 68.47 3.92
Table 4.2: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Receiver, For IFG = 0 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 1.00 1.21 2.00 1.21 0.00 1.21
Max 70.00 2075.33 76.00 122.27 75.00 109.77
Mean 3.80 3.80 9.07 8.06 2.93 2.65
Median 2.00 2.42 4.00 3.63 2.00 2.42
Std. Dev. 6.22 40.20 8.29 8.59 2.24 1.94
Min (") -2058.33 104.27 104.77
Max (") 59.10 74.79 71.37
T∆ 2117.44 179.05 176.13
Table 4.3: Application Level IPT of Sender, For IFG = 0 millisecond
SPOS Total packet Max IPTs Min IPTs Max IPT (%) Min IPT (%)
Android 9984 37 9947 0.37 99.63
Symbian 804 3 801 0.37 99.63
Windows 9999 47 9952 0.47 99.53
Analysis for Receiver Application
Table 4.2 represents statistics for receiver application. Except min value at
the link level, other parameters have diﬀerent values for diﬀerent OS. Link
level IPT graphs for (cf. Figure 4.2) Android and Windows OS looks similar.
For Android, application and link level average IPT are same; but for others
the SPOS average value diﬀers signiﬁcantly. From close look at the trace
it is found that both for application and link level IPT, max value doesn’t
repeat and occur due to packet loss.CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 37
4.1.2 Result and Analysis of IPT for IFG = 100 milliseconds
Table 4.4: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Sender, For IFG = 100 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 0.00 85.66 0.00 90.03 0.00 79.82
Max 1001.00 173.69 1001.00 354.02 1001.00 181.90
Mean 102.31 101.62 114.72 114.42 114.34 113.40
Median 0.00 101.37 0.00 110.13 0.00 113.08
Std. Dev. 303.37 3.37 319.02 19.34 318.57 6.64
Table 4.5: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Receiver, For IFG = 100 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 11.00 66.60 3.00 1.21 29.00 100.02
Max 188.00 133.44 293.00 200.05 110.00 100.52
Mean 99.98 100.03 100.07 100.12 99.94 100.02
Median 100.00 100.02 101.00 100.02 100.00 100.02
Std. Dev. 10.67 1.50 26.72 5.46 2.48 0.02
Min (") -89.02 -91.02 -71.06
Max (") 87.98 192.98 9.98
T∆ 177.00 284.00 81.04
Analysis for Sender Application
Table 4.4 represents statistics for sender application. At ﬁrst the focus is on
application level max IPT, because the value is same as previous analysis,
i.e IFG = 0. As this values are interesting so we check min, max, median
value for IFG = 1ms and IFG = 10ms, and it is found that, they are same.
This test performs better, because average value between application level
and link level are identical for individual SPOS. Java ME traﬃc generator
runs based on JVM under Symbian and Windows OS, so average IPT are
close similar to each other. For Android, Java ME traﬃc generator works
like a native application with some API help from J2ME runner [31], which
makes it to perform better, so average IPT value of android is better than
Symbian and Windows.CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 38
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Figure 4.3: Measured IPT of Sender application for IFG = 100 millisecondsCHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 39
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Figure 4.4: Measured IPT of Receiver application for IFG = 100 millisecondsCHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 40
Table 4.6: Application Level IPT of Sender, For IFG = 100 milliseconds
SPOS Max IPT (%) Min IPT (%) Max IPT occurrence
Android 10.21 89.78 9.84
Symbian 11.44 88.55 8.81
Windows 11.41 88.58 8.81
From a close look at the application level trace, it is found that, after
every 9.84 packets max IPT value occurs; for Symbian and for Windows it
is 8.81 packets (cf. Table 4.6). So, it is a similar behavior for Symbian and
Windows JVM. For this test 10.21% max IPT value occupies for Android;
for Symbian it is 11.44% and for Windows 11.41%. Except max IPT value,
rest of the trace is ﬁlled with min IPT value. But for Link level traces IPT
are diﬀerent for every packet. Figure 4.3 shows that application level graph
looks similar for every SPOS; but for link level graph, they are a little bit
similar according to diﬀerent SPOS. Sequence number 653 has the max IPT
(173.69) for Android link level, which is very clear from the graph, but be-
fore or after this packet, there is no packet loss.
Analysis for Receiver Application
Table 4.5 represents statistics for receiver application. Average and median
IPT values are closely similar according to application and link level IPT as
well as for every SPOS. For Windows link level min, average and median are
exactly the same and with similar to max value. For Android application
level max IPT is 188ms, this max occurred without any packet loss, but after
that PDU, IPT shows 11ms, which is the min IPT value. Same thing also
happens at the link level for Android but for PDU with another sequence
number; this is exceptional behavior and needs further investigation. For
Symbian max IPT at application level is for general reason that is packet
loss. From Figure 4.4, it is clear that, for Android and Windows only one
IPT has higher value, for Symbian two IPT values are higher than other
IPT values. For Symbian an exceptional behavior for min value observed at
link level; 1.21ms is far below from the minimum theoretical required time.CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 41
4.1.3 Result and Analysis of IPT for IFG =1000 milliseconds
Analysis for Sender Application
Table 4.7 represents statistics for sender application and Figure 4.5 shows
corresponding graphs. Except Windows application level graph, all other
graphs look similar both for application and link level IPT. For application
level; min and median are same for every SPOS. Average values are sim-
ilar for application and link level values according to SPOS. Android and
Symbian average values are similar but Windows IPT value is higher than
those. In this test, performances are better for Android and Symbian, it
seems that, their JVM is better; for Windows, JVM is not good as like An-
droid or Symbian’s JVM. Standard deviation of Windows application level
is more than double of link level IPT. From the graphs (cf. Figure 4.5) it
is clear that, for every SPOS in both layer, their max value occurs only one
time and the values are too high than average IPT value.
Table 4.7: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Sender, For IFG = 1000 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 1.00 977.32 1.00 997.13 1.00 997.96
Max 6006.00 5075.02 4004.00 4021.18 3003.00 3066.88
Mean 1008.02 1007.22 1010.06 1009.87 1028.14 1027.65
Median 1001.00 1000.60 1001.00 1004.99 1001.00 1024.03
Std. Dev. 170.57 130.08 130.65 96.83 174.58 65.28
By a closer look at the application level traces, it is found that; for max
IPT value, except Android, all other SPOS have packet loss and for every
SPOS max value occurs one time. For min value and for every SPOS there is
no packet loss before or after of that PDU, interesting thing is that, median
IPT value occurs almost for full trace and for every SPOS. For Android,
occurrence of median IPT is 99.39%, and for Symbian and Windows it is
98.99% and 97.09% respectively.
Now for link level trace; for every SPOS, there is not any single value
which repeated most, like application level median IPT value. For Android
max and min value, there is no packet loss before or after that PDU. For
max value of Symbian and Windows there are some packet losses. For min
value for every SPOS, there is no packet loss and their min value is not too
far from our nominal value (1000).CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 42
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Figure 4.5: Measured IPT of Sender application for IFG = 1000 millisecondsCHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 43
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Figure 4.6: Measured IPT of Receiver application for IFG = 1000 millisec-
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Analysis for Receiver Application
Table 4.8 represents statistics for receiver application and Figure 4.6 shows
corresponding graphs. From the graph, except Symbian link graph, all other
graphs are similar for every SPOS. All the link level values are similar with
each other. Mean value is also similar with each other for application and
link level IPT. Median value for Android and Windows are exactly same but
for Symbian it is diﬀerent.
Table 4.8: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Receiver,For IFG=1000 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 569.00 1000.02 857.00 991.38 867.00 1000.02
Max 3189.00 1000.08 1160.00 1008.67 1180.00 1000.08
Mean 1000.15 1000.03 1000.09 1000.03 999.96 1000.03
Median 1024.00 1000.02 1000.00 1000.02 1024.00 1000.02
Std. Dev. 86.60 0.01 31.49 0.39 2.48 0.00
Min (") -431.03 -143.03 -133.03
Max (") 2188.97 159.98 179.97
T∆ 2620.00 303.00 313.00
From a closer look at the application level traces, it is ﬁgured out that;
max and min value PDU comes one after another and there is no packet
loss for every SPOS. For Symbian and Windows, at ﬁrst the max value for
PDU has arrived, then min value; but for Android it is the opposite.
By a closer look at the application level traces, it is found that; max value
occurs one time for every SPOS. For Android and Windows max value oc-
curs for the PDU. Min value for Android and Windows occurs several times
and occupies 65.13% and 62.23% for the full trace; but for Symbian median
value occurs mostly and that is 58.64% of the full trace.
For application and link level, average IPT is closely related with our nom-
inal IPT (1000), so this receiver application performs excellently.CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 45
4.2 Result and Analysis for Timestamp Accuracy
Table 4.9: Timestamp Accuracy for IFG = 0ms
Parameter[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Min (") -2058.33 -104.27 -104.77
Max (") 59.10 74.79 71.37
T∆ 2117.44 179.05 176.13
Table 4.10: Timestamp Accuracy for IFG = 1ms
Parameter[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Min (") -3101.69 -945.28 -1298.39
Max (") 102.79 73.58 20.68
T∆ 3204.48 1018.86 1319.07
Table 4.11: Timestamp Accuracy for IFG = 10ms
Parameter[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Min (") -1690.96 -12.82 -31.16
Max (") 109.98 65.98 102.98
T∆ 1800.94 78.80 134.13
Table 4.12: Timestamp Accuracy for IFG = 100ms
Parameter[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Min (") -89.02 -91.02 -71.06
Max (") 87.98 192.98 9.98
T∆ 177.00 284.00 81.04
Table 4.13: Timestamp Accuracy for IFG = 1000ms
Parameter[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Min (") -431.03 -143.03 -133.03
Max (") 2188.97 159.98 179.97
T∆ 2620.00 303.00 313.00CHAPTER 4. EXPERIMENT RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 46
Timestamp Accuracy was calculated with respect to application and link
level traces for receiver Java ME traﬃc generator for diﬀerent Smartphone
Operating System. At ﬁrst Inter Packet Time was calculated from receiver
application’s PDU timestamp then corresponding IPT was deducted from
link level PDU, for details see section 3.4.5. This section discusses the result
which was calculated for T∆ from diﬀerent tests. Table 4.9, 4.10, 4.11, 4.12,
4.13 shows max and min IPT error and T∆ for every SPOS and for IFG =
0,1,10,100,1000 milliseconds.
For IFG = 0, 1 and 10 millisecond tests, most of them have packet loss,
which makes a larger diﬀerence between min and max values. For IFG =
0ms; for Android 8 packets loss for max value, 3328 packets loss for min
value; for Symbian 706 packets loss for min value, but there is no loss for
max value; for Windows 2 packets loss for max and 689 packets loss for min
value.
For IFG = 1ms; for Android 2932 packets loss for min value, but there
is no packet loss for max value; for Symbian 1 packet loss for max value and
7 packets loss for min value; for Windows 6 packets loss for max and 1329
packets loss for min value.
For IFG = 10ms; for every SPOS’s max value there is no packet loss; for
Android 66 packets and for Windows 7 packets are the reason for min value.
For IFG = 100ms and 1000ms there is no packet loss for min or max values.
For IFG = 100ms and for Android, max value is occurred at ﬁrst and next
value represents as min value. So, it is general that when max value becomes
high then immediate next value could be min. Similarly for IFG = 1000ms
and for every SPOS, max and min value resides one after another. For IFG
= 100ms and for Windows, min value is exceptionally diﬀerent than any
other min value. From the traces it is found that, this value is the second
PDU, so it didn’t get enough time to be higher.
From [19] this similar setup where they used Java Traﬃc generator for TCP
and used Windows Desktop pc for traﬃc generation, their result for times-
tamp accuracy was 209 and 201 respectively for IFG = 125ms and IFG =
90ms. In our case for IFG = 100ms and for Windows, we found 81.04, which
is better than their result; but it cannot be comparable because they used
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4.3 Result and Analysis for Packet Loss
As tests were taken in double session, for the ﬁrst session test were done with
total transmitted packet as 10000 and in the second session it was 1000. For
the ﬁrst session big amounts of packet loss were seen, for second session
packet loss was comparatively quite lower. Table 4.14 and 4.15 represent
packet loss (%) statistics for 10000 and 1000 packets both for sender and
receiver application.
Table 4.14: Packet Loss (%) statistics when total packet was 10000
Application IFG[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Sender 0 0.15 91.96 0.01
1 0.01 16.16 0.03
10 0.21 0.39 0.01
Receiver 0 73.30 85.89 57.10
1 85.27 84.03 49.52
10 7.71 0.00 7.67
Table 4.15: Packet Loss (%) statistics when total packet was 1000
Application IFG[ms] Android Symbian Windows
Sender 100 0.00 1.40 0.00
1000 0.00 0.60 0.20
Receiver 100 0.00 0.00 0.00
1000 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 4.14 shows, sender application has lower packet loss than receiver
application. For sender application, Symbian performs worst and Windows
performs better than Android. For receiver, only Symbian performs excel-
lent for IFG = 10; but this could be an exceptional behavior. In a WLAN
scenario with zero IFG and 1472 bytes packet size, where sender and receiver
both were windows computer, it is found that; for receiver application packet
loss was about 45% where link speed was  10Mbps [46]; in our case, packet
loss is higher for receiver application. From Table 4.15, only sender appli-
cation has packet loss; overall Android performs better. From above packet
loss statistics it is clear that, lower inter frame gape increases packet loss
probability both for sender and receiver application; but it is also clear that
for lower inter frame gape sender application performs better than receiver,
which is a similar result revealed by Richard et al. [47].Conclusion and Future
Works
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This thesis paper evaluates IPT and timestamp accuracy using diﬀerent
Smartphone for application and link level measurement. For this purpose, a
Java ME traﬃc generator was developed and deployed into Android, Sym-
bian and Windows mobile phone. By using experimental testbed, UDP
traﬃc was measured to evaluate necessary statistics for IPT and timestamp
accuracy on the application and link layer.
The experiment was done with inter frame gape as 0, 1, 10, 100 and 1000
milliseconds using Smartphone under application and link layer for sender
and receiver application; for the whole experiment payload was 1458 bytes
and packet size was 1500 bytes at link layer. For sender application, when
data rate is high it cannot provide suﬃcient accuracy, for lower data rate,
its accuracy increases. Similar result is also applicable for receiver applica-
tion. For higher data rate, Android performs better followed by Symbian,
and Windows performs lowest during sending; while receiving Windows per-
forms best followed by Android and Symbian. For lower data rate, Android
performs better but Symbian and Windows shows similar performance.
Download performance for lower data rate is better than upload perfor-
mance in every Smartphone. Android application’s time stamping is better
for high speed data according to its link level time stamping. But for lower
data rate, application level time stamping is better for Symbian and Win-
dows according to their link level time stamping.
One special observation is that, min (0.00), max (1001.00), median (0.00)
IPT value for sender application at the application level are same for ev-
ery Smartphone operating system when IFG = 0, 1, 10, 100 millisecond.
Similarly, min (1.00) and median (1001.00) IPT values are similar for every
Smartphone operating system when IFG = 1000. These observations are
very helpful for mobile application developer; because they know that IPT
value ranges between 0 to 1001 milliseconds for lower inter frame gape and
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it can be predicted that for inter frame gape near 1000ms, minimum IPT
could be 1 millisecond.
From the result it is also observed that application level behavior can be
far diﬀerent from the link level due to the inﬂuence of the operating system
for the sender and receiver, underlying protocol stack, packet generation
and receiving process. As test duration was short, system clock for Smart-
phone was not time synchronized, which could also make some inﬂuence for
application level time stamping.
Outcome of this thesis shows that although the core architecture and
functionality are same for Java ME traﬃc sender and receiver, but in some
aspects they still represent three distinctive ﬁelds each with their respective
characteristics for Android, Symbian and Windows mobile. Through the
diﬀerent tests under diﬀerent protocol layer, it can be concluded that the
Android mobile performs better as Java ME application works like a native
application, whereas Symbian and Windows mobile struggles with incom-
patible implementation for poor JVM support.
Further research needs to be done to speciﬁcally get UDP and TCP perfor-
mance of diﬀerent Smartphone using the same testbed setup. Smartphone
native programming should be used to design and develop traﬃc generator
and sink, but without changing core functionality of the traﬃc generator.
UDP test should be done for iPhone, Android, Windows and Symbian mo-
bile with respective native application supported traﬃc generator. It will
be excellent if the hardware conﬁgurations for Smartphone are the same for
diﬀerent operating system. If experiment could be done with these setups
then one can speciﬁcally write about the performance of UDP for diﬀerent
Smartphone operating systems.
Using diﬀerent packet size, test could be done; like some tests for 1500
bytes packet size and for 3000 bytes packet size. Bigger packet size than
1500 bytes will make fragmentation. A thing to analyze is that, what is the
eﬀect at application and link level time stamping.
The given idea for experiment is for in house wireless test. The same
test should be done using 3G/4G real mobile network. A person uses UDP
for real time communication like voice chat when they walk or drive or in a
stable situation using their Smartphone. So, if it is possible to use a moving
Smartphone with real mobile network, experiment should be done.Bibliography
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57Appendix A
Byte Order conversion
A.1 Java ME Host to Network Byte Order con-
version
When sending packet from JavaME to C++ tool, packet needs to convert
from Host to Network Byte Order. There is no built in function in JavaME,
for C++ there is a function htonl and htonll.
In our traﬃc generator, we implemented this functionality using a func-
tion. To call the function, two arguments are needed, one is data in integer.
After converting data, it will put into an array; second argument is, array’s
starting positing.
1 private byte [ ] htonl Host2NetworkByteOrder ( int DataToConvert , int Range)
2 f
3 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 24) & 0 xff ); Range++;
4 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 16) & 0 xff ); Range++;
5 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 8) & 0 xff ); Range++;
6 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert) & 0 xff );
7 return DataToSend ;
8 g
9
10
11 private byte [ ] htonll Host2NetworkByteOrder (long DataToConvert , int Range)
12 f
13 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 56) & 0 xff ); Range++;
14 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 48) & 0 xff ); Range++;
15 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 40) & 0 xff ); Range++;
16 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 32) & 0 xff ); Range++;
17 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 24) & 0 xff ); Range++;
18 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 16) & 0 xff ); Range++;
19 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert >> 8) & 0 xff ); Range++;
20 DataToSend [ Range ] = (byte) (( DataToConvert) & 0 xff );
21 return DataToSend ;
22 g
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A.2 Java ME Network to Host Byte Order con-
version
Like previous section, the following Java ME code converts network to host
byte order.
1 private long ntohl Network2HostByteOrder ( int Range)
2 f
3 long ConvertedData = 0;
4 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
5 ConvertedData <<= 8;
6 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
7 ConvertedData <<= 8;
8 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
9 ConvertedData <<= 8;
10 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF;
11 return ConvertedData ;
12 g
13
14
15 private long ntohll Network2HostByteOrder ( int Range)
16 f
17 long ConvertedData = 0;
18 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
19 ConvertedData <<= 8;
20 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
21 ConvertedData <<= 8;
22 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
23 ConvertedData <<= 8;
24 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
25 ConvertedData <<= 8;
26 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
27 ConvertedData <<= 8;
28 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
29 ConvertedData <<= 8;
30 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF; Range++;
31 ConvertedData <<= 8;
32 ConvertedData j= ExtractOneByte [ Range ] & 0xFF;
33 return ConvertedData ;
34 gAppendix B
Java Standalone UDP Packet
Sender
Following Figure B.1 shows the screen shot of the Java standalone datagram
packet sender.
Figure B.1: Screenshot of Java Standalone UDP Packet Sender
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It is a GUI application, so the following code is for send button action
event.
1 private void buttonSendActionPerformed ( java . awt . event . ActionEvent evt ) f
2 // TODO add your handling code here :
3 String a ;
4 a = jTextFieldServerPort . getText ();
5 ServerSocketValue = Integer . parseInt (a );
6 ServerIP = jTextFieldServerIP . getText ();
7 SaveFileName = jTextFieldFileNameToSave . getText ();
8 UDPSenderThread . getNecessaryDataFromGUI(jLabelMessageBoxTop ,
9 jLabelMessageBoxBottom );
10 new UDPSenderThread (). start ();
11 g
Following code is a separate thread, which is responsible to generate and
send packet.
1 import java . io .;
2 import java . net .;
3 import java . util . logging . Level ;
4 import java . util . logging . Logger ;
5 import javax . swing . JLabel ;
6
7 public class UDPSenderThread extends Thread f
8
9 public static DatagramSocket socket = null ;
10 public static JLabel jLabelMessageBoxBottom ;
11 public static JLabel jLabelMessageBoxTop ;
12
13 public static void getNecessaryDataFromGUI( JLabel
14 jLabelMessageBoxTopGUI , JLabel jLabelMessageBoxBottomGUI ) f
15 jLabelMessageBoxTop = jLabelMessageBoxTopGUI ;
16 jLabelMessageBoxBottom = jLabelMessageBoxBottomGUI ;
17
18 g
19
20 public void run () f
21 try f
22 DatagramPacket packet ;
23 byte [ ] buf = new byte [1500];
24 String DataToSend = UDPSender. SaveFileName ;
25 buf = DataToSend . getBytes ();
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27 InetAddress .getByName(UDPSender. ServerIP );
28 int port = UDPSender. ServerSocketValue ;
29 socket = new DatagramSocket (5555);
30 packet = new DatagramPacket(buf , buf . length , address , port );
31 socket . send( packet );
32 jLabelMessageBoxTop . setText (”Transmission Done” );
33 jLabelMessageBoxBottom . setText (”” );
34 socket . close ();
35 g catch (IOException ex) f
36 Logger . getLogger (UDPReceiverThread . class . getName ())
37 . log ( Level .SEVERE, null , ex );
38 jLabelMessageBoxTop . setText (”Error”+ex . getMessage ());
39 g
40 g
41 gAppendix C
Very long number
subtraction
As our PDU timestamp length at link level trace is 23 digits, so we couldn’t
subtract each other using general used technique. We tried to subtract
them using Java 1.6.0 20. We have two PDU timestamp each length is
23 and we subtract between them, ﬁrst we put the PDU time into a string
then converted to double. After converting ”1286674746.933977007750” and
”1286674746.982368826750” to double we saw it becomes ”1.28667474693397-
7E9” and ”1.2866747469823687E9” and subtracting between them is ”0.0483-
9181900024414”. But the actual result should be ”0.048391819000” or at
least ”0.048391819”. Below is given pseudo code of Java:
String StrCurrentPDUTime=”1286674746.933977007750” ;
String StrNextPDUTime =”1286674746.982368826750” ;
double CurrentPDUTime , NextPDUTime, SubstructPDUTime=0;
CurrentPDUTime = Double . valueOf (StrCurrentPDUTime );
NextPDUTime = Double . valueOf (StrNextPDUTime );
SubstructPDUTime = NextPDUTime CurrentPDUTime;
The same thing we did using Microsoft Visual C++ 2008 and gcc 4.3.3
under linux. After converting ”1286674746.933977007750” and ”1286674746.-
982368826750” to double, we saw it becomes ”1.28667e+009” and ”1.28667e-
+009” and subtracting between them is ”0.0483918”. So, none of the C++
compiler support big number subtraction according to our requirements.
Below is given pseudo code of C++:
std : : istringstream StrCurrentPDUTime ;
std : : istringstream StrNextPDUTime;
double CurrentPDUTime ,NextPDUTime, SubstructPDUTime ;
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StrCurrentPDUTime . str (”1286674746.933977007750” );
StrNextPDUTime. str (”1286674746.982368826750” );
StrCurrentPDUTime >>CurrentPDUTime;
StrNextPDUTime >>NextPDUTime;
SubstructPDUTime = NextPDUTime CurrentPDUTime;
std : : cout << CurrentPDUTime << std : : endl ;
std : : cout << NextPDUTime << std : : endl ;
std : : cout << SubstructPDUTime << std : : endl ;
we also tried to subtract very long number using Microsoft Excel 2007,
but after 5 digit of decimal point, it shows inaccurate value. Finally we had
to use Quad-Double Arithmetic Algorithms, which can subtract accurately
according to our requirement.Appendix D
Fixing PDU Timestamp
1 import java . io . BufferedReader ;
2 import java . io . FileNotFoundException ;
3 import java . io . FileReader ;
4 import java . io . FileWriter ;
5 import java . io . IOException ;
6 import java . io . PrintWriter ;
7 import java . util . Scanner ;
8 import java . util . StringTokenizer ;
9 import java . util . logging . Level ;
10 import java . util . logging . Logger ;
11 import java . util . regex . Pattern ;
12
13 public class FileProcessing RegularExpression Main f
14
15 public static void main( String [ ] args ) f
16 try
17 f
18 String [ ] InputFileName =f”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Android” ,
19 ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Symbian” ,”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Windows” ,
20 ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Android” ,”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Symbian” ,
21 ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Windows”g;
22
23 for ( int i = 0; i < 6; i++)f
24 FileProcessing RegularExpression Function (InputFileName [ i ] ) ;
25 g
26
27 g catch (IOException ex) f
28 Logger . getLogger ( FileProcessing RegularExpression Main . class . getName ())
29 . log ( Level .SEVERE, null , ex );
30 g
31 g
32
33 private static void FileProcessing RegularExpression Function
34 ( String FileName) throws IOException f
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35 //Open f i l e then take two fields then split ,
36 // extract necessary portion of value then replace
37 Scanner FileToProcess = null ;
38 String InputFileName = FileName ;
39 try
40 f
41 FileToProcess = new Scanner ( new BufferedReader
42 (new FileReader (InputFileName+” . txt” )));
43
44 //SequenceNumber PDUTime
45 //9 1303266734.593000
46
47 System . out . println (”Processing f i l e : ”+InputFileName );
48 String SingleLineData=null ;
49 String [ ] SequenceNumber = new String [11000];
50 String [ ] PDUTime = new String [11000];
51
52 int TotalPacketCount=1;
53 int TokenID=1;
54 while ( FileToProcess . hasNext ()) f
55 SingleLineData = FileToProcess . next ();
56 //SingleLineData = 9 1127563827.123456789123
57 StringTokenizer st = new StringTokenizer ( SingleLineData );
58 String Temp=null ;
59 while ( st . hasMoreTokens ()) f
60 Temp = st . nextToken ();
61 if (TokenID==1)f SequenceNumber [ TotalPacketCount]=Temp;g
62 if (TokenID==2)f
63 PDUTime[ TotalPacketCount ] = SplitPDUTimeAndAddZero(Temp);
64 TotalPacketCount++;
65 TokenID=0;
66 g
67 TokenID++;
68 g
69
70 g
71
72 PrintWriter outputStream = null ;
73 outputStream = new PrintWriter (new FileWriter (InputFileName+” RG. txt” , true ));
74 //RG= Regular Expression
75
76 for ( int i = 1; i< TotalPacketCount ; i++)f
77 outputStream . println (SequenceNumber [ i ]+”nt”+PDUTime[ i ] ) ;
78 goutputStream . close ();
79
80 g catch ( FileNotFoundException ex) f
81 System . out . println (”Could Not Open the f i l e ! ! ! ” );
82 g finally f
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84 g
85 g
86
87 private static String SplitPDUTimeAndAddZero( String Temp) f
88 // sample Temp = 1303266734.12
89
90 String ProcessedPDUTime = null ;
91 String PDUTimeFirstPart = null ;
92 String PDUTimeSecondPart = null ;
93 int TokenCount=1;
94
95 Pattern p = Pattern . compile (” [.nn s]+” );
96 // Define split delimiter as dot
97 String [ ] result = p. split (Temp);
98 for ( int i =0; i<result . length ; i++)f
99 if (TokenCount == 1)f PDUTimeFirstPart = result [ i ] ; g
100 if (TokenCount == 2)f PDUTimeSecondPart = result [ i ] ; g
101 TokenCount++;
102 g
103
104 if (PDUTimeSecondPart . length () == 0)
105 fPDUTimeSecondPart = ”000000” ;g// >==> 000000
106 if (PDUTimeSecondPart . length () == 1)
107 fPDUTimeSecondPart = ”00000”+PDUTimeSecondPart ;g// 1 >==> 000001
108 if (PDUTimeSecondPart . length () == 2)
109 fPDUTimeSecondPart = ”0000”+PDUTimeSecondPart ;g // 12 >==> 000012
110 if (PDUTimeSecondPart . length () == 3)
111 fPDUTimeSecondPart = ”000”+PDUTimeSecondPart ;g // 123 >==> 000123
112 if (PDUTimeSecondPart . length () == 4)
113 fPDUTimeSecondPart = ”00”+PDUTimeSecondPart ;g// 1234 >==> 001234
114 if (PDUTimeSecondPart . length () == 5)
115 fPDUTimeSecondPart = ”0”+PDUTimeSecondPart ;g// 12345 >==> 012345
116
117 ProcessedPDUTime = PDUTimeFirstPart+” . ”+PDUTimeSecondPart ;
118 return ProcessedPDUTime ;
119 g
120
121
122
123 g
124
125 //Sample Input f i l e data
126 //1 1303266734.688981
127 //2 1303266734.1
128 //3 1303266734.12
129 //4 1303266734.123
130 //5 1303266734.1234
131 //6 1303266734.12345
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133 //8 1303266734.677000
134 //
135 //Sample Output f i l e data
136 //1 1303266734.688981
137 //2 1303266734.000001
138 //3 1303266734.000012
139 //4 1303266734.000123
140 //5 1303266734.001234
141 //6 1303266734.012345
142 //7 1303266734.123456
143 //8 1303266734.677000Appendix E
IPT statistics
E.1 IPT statistics for IFG = 1 millisecond
Table E.1: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Sender, For IFG = 1 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 0.00 1.79 0.00 1.78 0.00 1.79
Max 1001.00 43.81 1001.00 50.27 1001.00 177.38
Mean 3.40 3.46 2.99 2.92 27.14 27.03
Median 0.00 2.91 0.00 3.25 0.00 4.78
Std. Dev. 58.28 2.12 54.59 1.14 162.58 40.33
Table E.2: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Receiver, For IFG = 1 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 1.00 1.21 1.00 1.21 0.00 1.21
Max 108.00 3120.69 77.00 948.28 275.00 1320.39
Mean 8.35 7.93 9.04 8.16 2.77 2.53
Median 6.00 2.42 4.00 3.63 2.00 2.42
Std. Dev. 9.69 81.38 8.49 24.88 4.23 22.76
Min (") -3101.69 -945.28 -1298.39
Max (") 102.79 73.58 20.68
T∆ 3204.48 1018.86 1319.07
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Figure E.2: Measured IPT of Receiver application for IFG = 1 millisecondsAPPENDIX E. IPT STATISTICS 72
E.2 IPT statistics for IFG = 10 millisecond
Table E.3: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Sender, For IFG = 10 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 0.00 1.79 0.00 5.78 0.00 1.79
Max 1001.00 121.24 1001.00 325.09 1001.00 134.32
Mean 11.44 11.38 12.46 12.44 56.47 56.43
Median 0.00 11.11 0.00 11.82 0.00 19.88
Std. Dev. 106.39 6.53 111.00 6.09 230.96 50.12
Table E.4: App. & Link Level IPT statistics of Receiver, For IFG = 10 ms
Parameter Android Symbian Windows
[ms] Application Link Application Link Application Link
Min 1.00 1.21 1.00 10.02 0.00 10.02
Max 267.00 1691.96 1055.00 1010.05 113.00 120.27
Mean 11.46 11.21 10.30 10.30 10.26 10.18
Median 11.00 10.02 4.00 10.02 10.00 10.02
Std. Dev. 9.69 20.99 17.25 14.15 3.94 1.94
Min (") -1690.96 -12.82 -31.16
Max (") 109.98 65.98 102.98
T∆ 1800.94 78.80 134.13APPENDIX E. IPT STATISTICS 73
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Figure E.4: Measured IPT of Receiver application for IFG = 10 millisecondsAppendix F
Quad Double Calculation
F.1 Quad Double IPT Calculation
The following code open a ﬁle then take two ﬁelds data (sequence number
and timestamp) then subtract between them using quad double algorithm
then save to a ﬁle. To run the following code, quad-double implemented
code previously conﬁgured with the compiler. The following code executes
under Linux with preconﬁgured qd-2.3.11.
1 #include <iostream>
2 #include <stdio .h>
3 #include <stdlib .h>
4 #include <fstream>
5 #include <sstream>
6 #include <string>
7
8 #include <qd/qd real .h>
9
10 using namespace std ;
11
12 int main () f
13 unsigned int oldcw ;
14 fpu fix start(&oldcw );
15
16 string SingleLineData ;
17 string SequenceNumber [22000];
18 string PDUTime[22000];
19 string SFileName ;
20 string StrOutputFileName ;
21 stringstream StrFileName ;
22 int TotalPacketCount ;
23 int NumberOfFiles ;
24
25 // START : Open File and extract data 
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26 //Sample data f i l e : SequenceNumber ,PDUTime="99 1286674746.982368826750"
27
28 NumberOfFiles=24;
29 // If more than 1 f i l e to be process , change value to number of f i l e s
30
31 for ( int FileCount = 1; FileCount <= NumberOfFiles ; FileCount++)f
32 // A bunch of f i l e to process
33 StrFileName . str (”” );
34 if ( FileCount == 1)fSFileName = ”ApplicationSenderIFG100 Android . txt”;g
35 if ( FileCount == 2)fSFileName = ”ApplicationSenderIFG1000 Android . txt”;g
36 if ( FileCount == 3)fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Android RG . txt”;g
37 if ( FileCount == 4)fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Android RG . txt”;g
38 if ( FileCount == 5)fSFileName = ”LinkSenderIFG100 Android . txt”;g
39 if ( FileCount == 6)fSFileName = ”LinkSenderIFG1000 Android . txt”;g
40 if ( FileCount == 7)fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG100 Android . txt”;g
41 if ( FileCount == 8)fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG1000 Android . txt” ; g
42
43 //Start Symbian f i l e process
44 if ( FileCount == 9)fSFileName = ”ApplicationSenderIFG100 Symbian . txt”;g
45 if ( FileCount == 10)fSFileName = ”ApplicationSenderIFG1000 Symbian . txt”;g
46 if ( FileCount == 11)fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Symbian RG . txt”;g
47 if ( FileCount == 12)fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Symbian RG . txt”;g
48 if ( FileCount == 13)fSFileName = ”LinkSenderIFG100 Symbian . txt”;g
49 if ( FileCount == 14)fSFileName = ”LinkSenderIFG1000 Symbian . txt”;g
50 if ( FileCount == 15)fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG100 Symbian . txt”;g
51 if ( FileCount == 16)fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG1000 Symbian . txt”;g
52
53 // Start Windows f i l e process
54 if ( FileCount == 17)fSFileName = ”ApplicationSenderIFG100 Windows . txt”;g
55 if ( FileCount == 18)fSFileName = ”ApplicationSenderIFG1000 Windows . txt”;g
56 if ( FileCount == 19)fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Windows RG . txt”;g
57 if ( FileCount == 20)fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Windows RG . txt”;g
58 if ( FileCount == 21)fSFileName = ”LinkSenderIFG100 Windows . txt”;g
59 if ( FileCount == 22)fSFileName = ”LinkSenderIFG1000 Windows . txt”;g
60 if ( FileCount == 23)fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG100 Windows . txt”;g
61 if ( FileCount == 24)fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG1000 Windows . txt”;g
62
63 StrOutputFileName = ”IPT ”+SFileName ;
64 TotalPacketCount=0;
65
66 cout << FileCount <<” . Processing f i l e : ” << SFileName <<endl ;
67 ifstream FileToProcess (SFileName . c str ());
68 if ( FileToProcess . is open ())
69 f
70 while ( FileToProcess . good () )
71 f
72 TotalPacketCount++;
73 getline ( FileToProcess , SingleLineData );
74 istringstream iss ( SingleLineData );APPENDIX F. QUAD DOUBLE CALCULATION 77
75 while( iss >> SequenceNumber [ TotalPacketCount ])
76 f
77 iss >> PDUTime[ TotalPacketCount ] ;
78 g
79 g
80 FileToProcess . close ();
81 g
82 else cout << ”Unable to open f i l e ”<<endl ;
83
84 // END : Open File and extract data 
85 qd real CurrentPDUTime;
86 qd real NextPDUTime;
87 qd real SubstructPDUTime ;
88 qd real SubstructPDUTimeInMilliSecond ;
89
90 std : : istringstream STDCurrentPDUTime;
91 std : : istringstream STDNextPDUTime;
92
93 ofstream FileToSave (StrOutputFileName . c str ());
94 if ( FileToSave . is open ())f
95 FileToSave <<”Sequence” << ’nt ’ << ”PDUTime” << ’nt ’ << ”IPT(Second)”
96 << ’nt ’ << ”IPT( MilliSecond )” << endl ;
97
98 for ( int i = 1; i< TotalPacketCount ; i++)f
99 STDCurrentPDUTime. str (PDUTime[ i ] ) ;
100 STDNextPDUTime. str (PDUTime[ i +1]);
101
102 STDCurrentPDUTime >> CurrentPDUTime;
103 STDNextPDUTime >> NextPDUTime;
104
105 SubstructPDUTime = NextPDUTime   CurrentPDUTime;
106 SubstructPDUTimeInMilliSecond = SubstructPDUTime1000;
107
108 FileToSave . precision (12);
109 FileToSave <<SequenceNumber [ i ] <<’nt ’<< PDUTime[ i ] <<’nt ’ <<
110 SubstructPDUTime<<’nt ’ << SubstructPDUTimeInMilliSecond << endl ;
111
112 STDCurrentPDUTime. clear ();
113 STDNextPDUTime. clear ();
114 g
115
116 FileToSave <<SequenceNumber [ TotalPacketCount ] <<’nt ’<< PDUTime[ TotalPacketCount ] ;
117 FileToSave . close ();
118
119 g
120 else cout<< endl << ”Unable to create new f i l e to save”<<endl ;
121
122 g cout << endl<< endl ;
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124 fpu fix end(&oldcw );
125 return 0;
126 g
127
128 //Sample Input f i l e data :
129 //SequenceNumber tab Timestamp
130 //0 1294542789.881030798000
131 //1 1294542789.884342134000
132 //2 1294542789.893914580250
133 //3 1294542789.895778834750
134
135 //Sample Output f i l e data :
136 //Sequence PDUTime IPT(Second) IPT( MilliSecond )
137 //172 1294540015.110000 0.00900006 9.00006
138 //176 1294540015.119000 0.00900006 9.00006
139 //179 1294540015.128000 0.00699997 6.99997
140 //181 1294540015.135000 0.0209999 20.9999
F.2 Quad Double Timestamp Accuracy Error Cal-
culation
This following code open ﬁle for application and link level data then calcu-
late IPT then subtract between IPT of application and link level IPT; then
saves to a ﬁle.
1 #include <iostream>
2 #include <stdio .h>
3 #include <stdlib .h>
4 #include <fstream>
5 #include <sstream>
6 #include <string>
7
8 #include <qd/qd real .h>
9
10 using namespace std ;
11
12 int main () f
13 unsigned int oldcw ;
14 fpu fix start(&oldcw );
15
16 string SingleLineData ;
17 string SequenceNumber [22000];
18 string PDUTime[22000];
19 string SFileName ;
20 string StrOutputFileName ;
21 stringstream StrFileName ;
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23 int TotalPacketCount ;
24 int NumberOfFiles ;
25
26 qd real InterPacketTime [3][22000];
27 //START : Open File and extract data 
28
29 NumberOfFiles = 6;
30 // If more than 1 f i l e to be process , change value to number of f i l e s
31
32 for ( int FileCount = 1; FileCount <= NumberOfFiles ; FileCount++)f
33 // A bunch of f i l e to process
34 StrFileName . str (”” );
35
36 for ( int DifferentInputFileCount = 1; DifferentInputFileCount
37 <= 2; DifferentInputFileCount++)fTotalPacketCount=0;
38
39 if ( FileCount == 1)f
40 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 1)
41 fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Android RG . txt”;g
42 //Open application level data
43
44 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 2)
45 fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG100 Android . txt”;g
46 //Open Link level data
47 g
48 if ( FileCount == 2)f
49 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 1)
50 fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Android RG . txt”;g
51 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 2)
52 fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG1000 Android . txt”;g
53 g
54
55 if ( FileCount == 3)f
56 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 1)
57 fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Symbian RG . txt”;g
58 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 2)
59 fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG100 Symbian . txt”;g
60 g
61 if ( FileCount == 4)f
62 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 1)
63 fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Symbian RG . txt”;g
64 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 2)
65 fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG1000 Symbian . txt”;g
66 g
67
68 if ( FileCount == 5)f
69 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 1)
70 fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG100 Windows RG . txt”;g
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72 fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG100 Windows . txt”;g
73 g
74 if ( FileCount == 6)f
75 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 1)
76 fSFileName = ”ApplicationReceiverIFG1000 Windows RG . txt”;g
77 if ( DifferentInputFileCount == 2)
78 fSFileName = ”LinkReceiverIFG1000 Windows . txt”;g
79 g
80
81 cout <<” Processing file : ” << SFileName <<endl ;
82 ifstream FileToProcess (SFileName . c str ());
83 if ( FileToProcess . is open ())
84 f
85 while ( FileToProcess . good () )
86 f
87 TotalPacketCount++;
88 getline ( FileToProcess , SingleLineData );
89 istringstream iss ( SingleLineData );
90 while( iss >> SequenceNumber [ TotalPacketCount ])
91 f
92 iss >> PDUTime[ TotalPacketCount ] ;
93 g
94 g
95 FileToProcess . close ();
96 g
97 else cout << ”Unable to open file ”<<endl ;
98
99 //END : Open File and extract data 
100
101 qd real CurrentPDUTime;
102 qd real NextPDUTime;
103 std : : istringstream STDCurrentPDUTime;
104 std : : istringstream STDNextPDUTime;
105
106 for ( int i = 1; i< TotalPacketCount ; i++)f
107 STDCurrentPDUTime. str (PDUTime[ i ] ) ;
108 STDNextPDUTime. str (PDUTime[ i +1]);
109
110 STDCurrentPDUTime >> CurrentPDUTime;
111 STDNextPDUTime >> NextPDUTime;
112
113 InterPacketTime [ DifferentInputFileCount ] [ i ] = NextPDUTime   CurrentPDUTime;
114
115 STDCurrentPDUTime. clear ();
116 STDNextPDUTime. clear ();
117 g
118
119 g
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121 qd real TimeStampAccuracyError ;
122 qd real TimeStampAccuracyErrorInMilliSecond ;
123 StrOutputFileName = ”TA. Error ”+SFileName ;
124 ofstream FileToSave (StrOutputFileName . c str ());
125
126 if ( FileToSave . is open ())
127 f
128 FileToSave <<”Sequence” << ’nt ’ << ”IPT( Application )” << ’nt ’ << ”IPT(Link)”
129 << ’nt ’ << ”Error ( seconds )” << ’nt ’ << ”Error ( MilliSecond )” << endl ;
130
131 for ( int DifferentInputFileCount = 1; DifferentInputFileCount < 2;
132 DifferentInputFileCount++)f
133
134 for ( int i = 1; i< TotalPacketCount ; i++)f
135 TimeStampAccuracyError = InterPacketTime [ DifferentInputFileCount ]
136 [ i] InterPacketTime [ DifferentInputFileCount +1][ i ] ;
137
138 TimeStampAccuracyErrorInMilliSecond = TimeStampAccuracyError 1000;
139 FileToSave . precision (12);
140 FileToSave <<SequenceNumber [ i ] << ’nt ’ << InterPacketTime
141 [ DifferentInputFileCount ] [ i ] << ’nt ’ << InterPacketTime
142 [ DifferentInputFileCount +1][ i ] << ’nt ’ << TimeStampAccuracyError
143 << ’nt ’ << TimeStampAccuracyErrorInMilliSecond << endl ;
144 g
145 FileToSave . close ();
146 cout <<FileCount<< ” : Calculation Sucessfully DONE for”
147 <<SFileName << endl << endl ;
148
149 g
150 g
151 else cout << ” Unable to create new file to save ”<<endl ;
152
153 g cout << endl<< endl ;
154
155 fpu fix end(&oldcw );
156 return 0;
157 g
158
159
160 //Sample Application level input f i l e data :
161 //1 1306007033.693000
162 //2 1306007033.794000
163 //3 1306007033.895000
164 //4 1306007033.994000
165 //5 1306007034.096000
166
167 //Sample Link level input f i l e data :
168 //1 1306007040.421476602500
169 //2 1306007040.521502912000APPENDIX F. QUAD DOUBLE CALCULATION 82
170 //3 1306007040.621526897000
171 //4 1306007040.721550047500
172 //5 1306007040.821573615000
173
174
175 //Sample output f i l e :
176 //Sequence IPT( Application ) IPT(Link) Error( seconds ) Error( MilliSecond )
177 //1 1.010000000000e 01 1.000263095000e 01 9.736905000000e 04 9.736905000000e 01
178 //2 1.010000000000e 01 1.000239850000e 01 9.760150000000e 04 9.760150000000e 01
179 //3 9.900000000000e 02 1.000231505000e 01  1.023150500000e 03  1.023150500000e+00
180 //4 1.020000000000e 01 1.000235675000e 01 1.976432500000e 03 1.976432500000e+00